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Abstract
This article considers one question: How does the Catholic Church guide infertile
couples to exercise their right to build a family? Part One examines the principal
tenets of Catholic social teaching on human rights in general. Part Two focuses in
particular on the Church’s guidelines regarding the right to family planning for
infertile couples. And Part Three contrasts NaProTechnology protocols for infertility
with in vitro fertilization and concludes that NaPro provides infertile couples not
only a responsible means of conceiving a baby that remedies the injustice of in vitro
fertilization but also a medical embodiment of the Church’s teaching on the right to
family planning.

Part One: The Salient Principles of the Roman Catholic Doctrine on
Human Rights1
I. Human Rights Stem From the Inherent Dignity of the Human Being as a
Person Created in God’s Image
The Catholic Church reads human rights and dignity through the lens of Sacred
Scripture. The two creation accounts in the first chapters of the Book of Genesis
confirm the full truth of human dignity and its source—the Creator God. These
Biblical narratives substantiate the Church’s first principle on human rights: “The
ultimate source of human rights is not found in the mere will of a human being, in
the reality of the State, in public powers, but in man himself and in God his Creator.”2
First, these chapters form a portal through which the Church helps us grasp what
it means for God to create man “in his own image and likeness.”3 The human being
is set apart from the rest of the animal world by the fact God informs and enlivens
only the human body with the breath of life, with an immortal soul: “The Lord God
formed man out of the clay of the ground and blew into his nostrils the breath of life,
and so man became a living being” (Gen 2:7). At conception, when God informs,
organizes, and unifies the human body with the life principle of an intellectual and
immortal soul, God gives the human being the highest degree of embodied life. Not
just vegetative life, as in plants. Not just sentient life, as in animals. But an embodied
life that is, at once, intelligent and free. An intelligent life that allows human persons
to know why things are what they are. And a free life that bestows on the human
being the self-governance to choose the good that truly perfects him and to reject the
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evil that really harms him.4 In contradistinction to animals, then, the human creature
is the kind of composite being—embodied, intelligent and free—who is capable both
of claiming a right and of fulfilling the duty to honor and protect both his own rights
and those of others.
Second, according to the Genesis narrative, God settles the man in the garden
of Eden with the duty “to cultivate and care for it” (Gen 2:15) and to “fill the earth
and subdue it. Have dominion over the fish of the sea, the birds of the air, and all
living things that move on the earth” (Gen 1:28). As a free agent, God makes the man
his partner. God deputizes the human being, invites him to name the animals, and
permits him to have sole proprietorship over those names. In other words, God confers
on every human being the dignity of acting as his secondary agents, his collaborators.
The Church consistently teaches the way a human person affirms his primacy over
things is by perfecting the earth in harmony with the nature of all creatures—but
especially in harmony with the dignity of his own nature and the basic human rights
that follow therefrom.
Third, the Church also sees the creation narratives as a window onto the truth that
men and women are of equal dignity. Genesis is clear: “God created man in his image,
in the divine image he created him; male and female he created them” (Gen. 1:27,
italics mine). The fact that God loves every man and every woman unconditionally,
just because they exist, explains why every male or female member of the human
race has the desire to be accepted as a person and to be loved unconditionally by
others. This universal desire to be loved without qualification underscores the equal
dignity and worth of all human beings. It acknowledges our common origin in God’s
creative act of unconditional love. To the point of our discussion, the fundamental
law of human equality constitutes the basis for the demands of interpersonal justice;
for instance, that one human being—a spouse—owes the other spouse loving acts of
sex open to life,5 or one human being (a parent) has the duty to render to another (the
child) unconditional love and respect for its basic human rights.
Fourth, the Genesis creation narratives convince the Church that the social
nature of the human being is an integral part of human dignity. From the time of his
conception forward, every human being is a personal subject who stands in relation to
his Creator God, to other human beings, and to the rest of the natural world. Human
rights, then, are the natural consequence of the social nature of man. As the Church
counsels: “Man . . . is not a solitary being, but a social being, and unless he relates
himself to others he can neither live nor develop his potential.”6 Since we will discuss
the relationship of rights to basic human needs below, suffice it to say here that you
and I are meant to live in community and will only thrive when our basic human
needs for life, family, society,7 and the truth are recognized and promoted.8

II. Human Rights Are Actualized When Each Person Carries Out His
Duty to Recognize, Respect, and Promote the Rights of Every Other
Person
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Human intelligence and freedom dictate all persons are responsible for the moral
choices they make in relation to others. For this reason, the Catholic Church has
consistently presented human rights as a double helix of interwoven rights and duties.
Human rights must be understood and realized from the perspective of the individual’s
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correlative duties toward the other.9 Only when every person carries out his duty to
recognize and honor not only his own but also the entire panoply of his neighbor’s
rights, will the entire swath of basic human needs—both bodily and spiritual—be
realized.10 For that reason, the Church insists affirming rights without acknowledging
corresponding responsibilities is an inherent contradiction: “Hence, to claim one’s
rights and ignore one’s duties, or only half fulfill them, is like building a house with
one hand and tearing it down with the other.”11
So how does Catholic philosophical teaching specify basic human rights and
their correlative duties?12 The Church distinguishes between four basic general
goods to which every person has a right and particular goods that help realize the
former. First, since every human being has a basic need to live—that is, to share in
the good of life—he has the right to life. The basic human right to the good of life
and bodily integrity will only be actualized, however, when the holder of the right
not only responsibly maintains his life but also protects and promotes (or at least does
nothing to violate) his neighbor’s right to life, including related particular rights to
food, clothing, housing, medical care, rest, and necessary social services.13
Second, the right to life includes the right to perpetuate that life by reproducing
the species. Therefore, the common good of each and every species is to reproduce
itself. Since the characteristic mode of human reproduction is through the family,14
every human being needs to be conceived and born into a family and, therefore,
has a right to a family. But the basic human right to a family, including the right
to procreate15 and to plan one’s family by spacing children, will only be attained
when the holder of the right—husband and wife—discharge their duty to conceive
children in cooperation with God’s plan for human procreation; that is, within the
particular goods of a loving act of sexual union that is open to life and a stable, lasting
marriage.16
Third, since every human being needs the larger society for his development and
maturation, he has a right to live within and enjoy the benefits of the society at large.
This basic human right to the good of society will only be achieved when the claimant
of the right fulfills his duty to live justly with his fellow-citizens. That requires each
person respect his neighbors’ rights to particular goods: to a good name, to freedom
of speech and publication, to own private property,17 to pursue whatever profession
they may choose, to share the benefits of culture— especially education and technical
or professional training—and to worship God in accordance with the right dictates of
their conscience.18
Fourth, every human being needs to know the truth and, therefore, has a right
to the basic good of truth. The basic human right to truth—served by the particular
right to be accurately informed by free speech and free press, the right to investigate
the truth of the physical world, and the right to probe the metaphysical truths of God
and the moral order—will only be secured when the human person actually fulfills
his duty to seek the truth about current events, about nature, about nature’s God, and
about moral truth. As Pope John Paul II attests: “While paying heed to every fragment
of truth which [the human person] encounters in the life experience and in the culture
of individuals and of nations, he will not fail to affirm in dialogue with others all that
his faith and the correct use of reason have enabled him to understand.”19
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If all the general goods and their related particular goods are protected and if
all persons have a share in them, the consequent social reality constitutes what the
Church understands as the common good.20 Catholic human rights doctrine, then,
moves pari passu between the two poles of individual good and the common good.21
The Church insists it will be possible to safeguard the dignity and rights of each person
and of every people “only if this is done as a community, by the whole of humanity.”22
In sum, the Church maintains everyone has the right to share in these basic goods,
and the common good is only realized when all human beings, in solidarity with each
other, share in these goods together.23

III. Human Rights Are Best Understood Within a Virtue Ethics/Natural
Law Context Based on Reason and Christian Revelation
With his gift of a rational intellect, every human being is able to understand God’s
plan or God’s law for the full flourishing and happiness of human beings. We call our
reasoned understanding24 of how we ought to reach the perfection of our nature25 the
“natural law” or the “natural moral law.”26 A former professor of mine liked to use
the 1998 movie Out of Sight to illustrate what it means to understand natural law. He
liked to point out that, as a viewer of the film, you spend the last twenty minutes of
the movie trying to figure out whether bank robber Jack Foley will do the right thing.
The important point my professor was making is that there is a right (i.e., just) thing
to do, and that he—and you—know what it is. How do we know right from wrong?
Through our conscience. “Well,” you might ask, “isn’t that enough?”
The answer is: no! Because we sin, because our culture can be corrupted, because
our reasoning is sometimes flawed, our conscience is not enough. It needs to be
informed. So, to guide our conscience, God reveals the Ten Commandments that sum
up the natural law and gives us the Church’s social and moral teaching that applies the
Ten Commandments to new problems. When we understand natural law—when we
grasp how we ought to embody justice in all our relations with others—we are freely
enacting God’s Eternal Law. We are appropriating God’s plan for ourselves, thus the
natural law.
Furthermore, when we consistently give what we owe to others—to the extent
we are able—we are perfected in the virtue of justice. You and I become a just person
when we give every other person with whom we interact what is his due, not just now
and then, but consistently. We have, as Confucius advised, “set our heart right”—as
in habitually directing our sense inclinations, emotions, will, and mind—to the good
of interpersonal justice. As Catholic philosopher Josef Pieper contends:
All just order in the world is based on this: that man give man what is his due. On
the other hand, everything unjust, implies that what belongs to a man is withheld or
taken away from him—and, once more, not by misfortune, failure of crops, fire or
earthquake, but by man.
This notion, then, the notion of the “suum cuique,” [to each his own] which ever
since the very earliest times became the common possession of the Western tradition
through Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Ambrose, Augustine, and, above all, Roman law,
will have to be discussed in the context of the virtue of justice, the intentional habit
that enables one human being to give to another what is his.27 [italics mine]
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Pieper’s supposition is emblematic of the Church’s view that someone is a just person
when he exercises the virtue of justice. Acting out of the good habit of justice, the
just person has the capacity to consistently, readily, and, with a sense of satisfaction,
respect the other “as other” and help him to receive his due, his rights. That first step
of justice—recognizing the other “as other”—is not mere treacly sentiment, but a
firm act of the will. Christians believe the redemptive order of grace endows them,
as baptized persons, with the infused virtue of justice so they may even more surely
render to others their suum cuique,28 their rights.

IV. Human Rights Are Universal
The Catholic Church affirms that, based on reason and confirmed by God’s revelation,
all members of the human family possess the same innate dignity. All human beings,
for that same reason, are equal in human rights.29 As Pope Benedict XVI reiterates:
Since rights and the resulting duties follow naturally from human interaction, it
is easy to forget that they are the fruit of a commonly held sense of justice built
primarily upon solidarity among the members of society, and hence valid at all times
and for all peoples.30

Catholic teaching on human rights is the etiology of what the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights expounds: human rights are the common language,
the ethical substratum of “interpersonal and international relations.”31 They “apply to
everyone by virtue of the common origin of the person, who remains the high-point
of God’s creative design for the world and for history.”32
Again, Benedict XVI cautions us that to deny a natural law theory of universal
rights is to wander into the land of relativist sophistry:
The rights that are common to all persons “are based on the natural law inscribed
on human hearts and present in different cultures and civilizations.” Removing
human rights from this context would mean restricting their range and yielding to a
relativistic conception according to which the meaning and interpretation of rights
could vary and their universality would be denied in the name of different cultural,
political, social and even religious outlooks.33

V. Human Rights Are Inalienable
Human rights are something I discover or recognize as inherent to a fellow human
being;34 not something that I or the state concoct and then award to the other.
Therefore, when I deprive another of his rights, it does violence to the very integrity
of his being. To rob another of particular goods which every human being needs for
full human flourishing and sanctification desecrates the very embodied, intelligent,
free nature of that individual.35
But the harm incurred when I alienate rights from another does not stop with the
other person. As Pieper points out:
That something belongs to a man inalienably means this: the man who does not give
a person what belongs to him, withholds it or deprives him of it, is really doing harm
to himself; he is the one who actually loses something—indeed, in the most extreme
case, he even destroys himself. At all events, something incomparably worse befalls
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him than happens to the one who suffers an injustice: that is how inviolable the rights
is! That is how strongly the inalienability of the right asserts itself. . . . Expressions
such as this should not be construed as simply heroic hyperbole; they are meant as a
very precise description of the condition that justice (and protection and promotion
of basic human rights) belongs to man’s true being.36 [first italics mine]

VI. Human Rights Are Indivisible
The universality and inalienability of human rights require they be defended “not only
individually, but also as a whole.”37 For that reason, the Catholic Church stipulates
human rights cannot be applied piecemeal but must be understood and implemented
in toto, as a total package.38 Neither should we select one right while neglecting others,
nor promote one right to the detriment of others.39 As correspondents to the integrity
and body-soul unity of the human being, human rights entail “the fulfilment of the
essential needs of the person in the [totality of his] material and spiritual spheres.”40
The indivisibility of human rights—following from the body-spirit composite of the
human holder of rights—demands they be applied, in toto, to everyone.
In sum, the salient Catholic principles on human rights proclaim this: the
intertwined double helix of human rights and duties is rooted in the incomparable
dignity that belongs to each human being as an imago Dei and arises from a virtue
ethics of natural law, which specifies what each owes to the other in order to attain the
common good of justice within the temporal order. The universality, inalienability,
and indivisibility of the basic human rights to life, family, society, and truth are the
natural consequences of the social nature and equality of human persons.
With the Church’s human rights doctrine in mind, we are prepared to focus on
the next section of this paper.

Part Two: The Church’s Guidelines Regarding the Right of Infertile
Couples to Plan their Family
Within the “most important” of human rights, Pope John Paul II includes “the right
to establish a family, to have and to rear children through the responsible exercise of
one’s sexuality.”41 In other words, the basic human right to a family demands the duty
of parents to found their family and to plan their family responsibly—that is, in a way
that accords with the full truth of the marital act of sex. The important question is:
what constitutes a responsible exercise of marital sexuality?
For answers, the Church peers through the lens of Sacred Scripture. Chapter two
of Genesis pictures the creation of the woman from the side of the man, signifying
her personal equality with him. By virtue of her rational intelligence and freedom, the
woman is able to join the man in exercising responsible obedience to God’s command
“be fertile and multiply; fill the earth and subdue it” (Gen 1:28). Jesus’s teaching on
divorce, recorded in the gospels of Matthew and Mark, takes his audience (and us) back
to the beginning, back to Genesis and God’s original plan for human procreation. By
integrating the procreative phrase from Genesis chapter 1 (“be fruitful and multiply”)
with the unitive phrase from Genesis chapter two (“for this reason a man shall leave
his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh”),
Jesus teaches us that only the security and commitment of a marriage that lasts unto
88
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death and the couple’s life-giving acts of unitive love can be the proper context for the
procreation of a new human being. Just as the married spouses form an unbreakable
bond in their two-in-one-flesh union, so also the unitive and procreative meanings of
their marital act of sexual love are indivisibly intertwined.
The Divine plan for human procreation and marital sexuality, then, is this: in the
same way God creates all life out of His radical self-giving act of creative love so,
too, ought the life of a baby be conceived within the intimate union of the parents’
bodily act of self-giving love. Only in the context of their sexual act of love and
union are parents able to fulfill the demands of justice: responsibly actualizing their
right to procreate and to plan a family and their child’s right42 to be conceived within
marriage.
Donum Vitae, a 1987 Instruction from the Vatican doctrinal office, applies the
Scriptural teaching on the responsible use of marital sexuality to the question of how
an infertile couple ought to fulfill their duty to plan their family responsibly. Couples
struggling with infertility should seek a treatment that respects both the procreative
and unitive meanings of their acts of marital intercourse. In short, they ought to
conceive a child within their loving act of marital union. But, since these couples
are infertile or subfertile, they have a condition preventing them from conceiving
naturally. For that very reason Donum Vitae directs them to an infertility treatment
like NaProTechnology that diagnoses and treats the underlying causes of infertility
so that the couple might conceive a child within their own unitive act of sexual love.
This also means the infertile couple ought to avoid a reproductive treatment like in
vitro fertilization that replaces the act of conjugal union. Donum vitae teaches that,
by resorting to IVF, the couple act unjustly. Not only do they fail to fulfill their duty
to conceive within the essential unitive dimension of their married love, but they also
threaten the newly developing life of their IVF embryo through cryopreservation,
destructive embryonic research, and preimplantation genetic testing. The IVF couple
fail on two fronts: in their duty to procreate in accord with the responsible exercise of
their sexuality and in their responsibility to respect the child’s right to life.
Therefore, in the context of how infertile couples ought to responsibly exercise
their right to plan their family, we must look first to the Catholic vision of the good
of human life.

I. The Good of Human Life
It’s the inherent dignity or the ontological goodness of bios (human life) that grounds
the inviolability of the life of every human person—unique and unable to be given
over completely to someone else. For this very reason, Donum vitae defines each
person’s right to life as “a sign and requirement of the very inviolability of the person
to whom the Creator has given the gift of life.”43 No matter their size, age, or stage of
development, all human beings share equally in fundamental human rights, the first
of which is the right to life.
As already discussed, a being whose rational soul is infused by an immediate,
creative act of God is a being who stands in an irrevocable relationship with his
Creator. The human person, nuptially related to God, receives all of creation, including
his or her life and embodied existence—as well as those of other persons—as gift.
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The vocation to give self and to receive the other as gift resounds, then, in the nature
of every human being created in the image of the person of God, the Radical Giver.
The Church applies three norms pertaining to infertility treatment that
protect the child’s dignity and basic right to life:
•

Infertility interventions must respect the right to life and inviolable integrity of a
newly developing human life in utero or in vitro.

•

While spouses have a right to marital acts of sex, they do not have a right to a
child. Every child, a person to be loved in and for himself, is a gift.

•

Every child has the right to be conceived within marriage.

Second, seeking an answer to the question of how infertile couples ought to exercise
their right to plan a family, we also turn to the Catholic vision of the good of human
procreation.

II. The Good of Human Procreation
God calls a husband and wife to image their inner family life through the language
their bodies speak in the act of marital intercourse. The spousal meaning of a couple’s
vocation to procreate—to share in the divine “mystery of creator and Father”—is
inscribed in the meaning of their vocation to love, “the mystery of their personal
communion.”44 The Church invokes this powerful image of inscription to help
a husband and wife better grasp how the procreative meaning of their sex acts—
their vocation to parenthood—defines, activates,45 and demands its love-giving
counterpart. We might even say that in this imagery the Church is exposing infertile
couples—and all of us—to a glimpse of the providential mercy of the divine design
for human conception. God intends that human beings be conceived naturally so that
each and every last one of us could take consolation from, and find security in, the
knowledge that we came to be out of a personal act of our parents’ love. Through the
simple but powerful image of inscription, the Church opens the minds of infertile
couples to see why their act of sexual union is the only genuinely loving, and therefore
human, moral, and responsible means of begetting children.
The Church applies two norms pertaining to infertility to protect the infertile
couple’s right to procreate and to plan a family and their duty to do so responsibly:
•

Infertility treatments must assist, not replace, the conjugal act.

•

The dignity of conceiving a baby demands the sexual complementarity, the “twoin-one-flesh” union, of husband and wife.

Part Three: NaProTechnology: The Medical Embodiment of the
Church’s Position on the Right to Family Planning
A medical profile of the two types of infertility treatment contrasted in Part Three
will facilitate the subsequent moral analysis, where we apply the norms of Donum
vitae to IVF and NaPro respectively.

I. Medical Profile of In Vitro Fertilization46
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all available eggs. The eggs are placed in a special media and cultured in an incubator
until insemination. If the man’s sperm parameters are normal, approximately 50,000
to 100,000 motile sperm (previously collected by the man through masturbation) are
transferred to the dish containing the eggs. This is called standard insemination because
fertilization occurs in a culture medium rich in essential nutrients and electrolytes
conducive to fertilization and embryonic growth. If the man’s sperm parameters are
abnormal, the embryologist uses the ICSI technique to fertilize mature eggs. This
procedure is performed under a high-powered microscope. The embryologist picks
up a single spermatozoa using a fine glass micro needle and injects it directly into
the egg cytoplasm. ICSI increases the chance that fertilization will occur when
the man has a low sperm count and/or poor motility, morphology, or progression.
Following the fertilization process, both gametes are incubated in a culture medium
for eighteen to twenty-four hours at 39 degrees Celsius in an atmosphere of 5 percent
carbon dioxide. For pregnancy to occur, blastocyst stage embryos derived from these
fertilized oocytes are placed in the uterus through a process called embryo transfer.

II. Medical Profile of NaProTechnology’s Infertility Protocols47
NaProTechnology48 (Natural Procreative Technology) has a distinct set of protocols
that treat infertility. These procedures have one principal goal in reference to infertile
couples: to resolve the condition(s) causing their infertility so they are better able
to achieve a pregnancy within their own acts of intercourse. In other words, NaPro
infertility protocols take a disease-based approach to infertility or subfertility, viewing
it as a symptom of an underlying organic, hormonal, or ovulatory dysfunction. To
date, NaPro has been extremely successful in identifying and treating infertility
precisely because it comprehensively evaluates and corrects the multiple causes of
the “symptom” of infertility.49 And its diagnostic and treatment strategies manage
infertility so well because the Creighton Model FertilityCare System of charting
precisely tracks the menstrual/ovulatory cycles of the particular infertile patient
being evaluated. The characteristic biomarkers of these charts point the physician
with consistent reliability to the underlying pathophysiology of the infertile patient.
With these charts, the woman and her husband know their window of fertile days or
the vulvar mucus cycle. They know that fertility-focused intercourse increases their
chances of getting pregnant. Most importantly, the infertile couple understand that if
they direct their acts of intercourse to their days of peak-type mucus, they optimize
their chances of achieving a pregnancy. NaPro’s surgical techniques effectively treat
the various organic and structural abnormalities that underlie infertility and do so
in a way that prevents postoperative pelvic adhesions that could reduce the infertile
patient’s future chances of conceiving.

Part Four: Moral Analysis
Let’s apply each of the Church’s norms protecting the baby’s right to life, dignityas-gift, and the right to be conceived within marriage first to IVF and then to NaPro
infertility protocols.
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I. Infertility Treatments Must Respect the Inviolable Integrity and Right to
Life of Newly Developing Human Life in Utero or In Vitro50
Applied to IVF: Donum vitae highlights the logical contradiction of reproductive
technologies, such as IVF, that bring life through death. Prior to any fertilization in
the laboratory, the IVF specialist arrogates to himself the right to instruct the couple
which of their embryos will be transferred, which will be surrealistically suspended
through cryopreservation, which will be donated to destructive embryonic research,
and which will be discarded because of developmental abnormalities.51 IVF’s failure
to respect the life and integrity of the newly developing embryo hallmarks its injustice
toward the baby.
Applied to NaProTechnology: All NaPro treatments for infertility respect the
right to life and bodily integrity of human beings in utero. Because NPT protocols do
nothing to deliberately threaten the right to life of the newly developing baby and do
everything to facilitate a healthy full-term pregnancy, they facilitate the couple’s just
relationship to the baby. Furthermore, NaPro’s ovulation induction protocols require
the woman be tracked with daily ultrasounds to determine the effects of the drug
on ovarian production of mature follicles. If four or more ovarian follicles mature,
the couple is counseled not to have intercourse that cycle, and the dosage of clomid,
metformin, letrozole, or hCG is decreased the next cycle. In short, the cachet of NaPro
protocols is to provide an infertility treatment that is just, one that allows the couple
to fulfill their duty to respect the inherent dignity and life of their baby.

II. Infertility Treatments Must Inculcate the Truth that Parents Do
Not Have the Right to a Child; Children Are and Must Be Viewed as a
Personal Gift, “the Supreme Gift . . . of Marriage.”52
Applied to IVF: Providers and users of IVF demonstrate an overtly utilitarian outlook
that is an injustice against the dignity of baby-as-gift and the dignity of parents as
intelligent collaborators with God’s plan for human procreation. Infertile couples
assume they have the “right” to reproduce in any way they please and to conceive their
own baby in the easiest, most expedient way they can. But the tradeoff for expedient
baby-making is a devastating depersonalization. IVF specialists reduce the parents to
suppliers of fertilization material and reduce the baby to an end-product controlled by
scientific technology. With this kind of objectification, IVF’s aim is straightforward:
to ensure the embryonic “product” it literally makes “by hand” is commensurate
with the demand of consumers and conforms to the specification of parental will and
design. The quality and number of embryos are judged not by the parents’ duty to love
their child unconditionally and to receive him as a gift but by “conditions of technical
efficiency” which are, ultimately, “standards of control and dominion.”53
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Applied to NaProTechnology: NaPro’s approach to infertility, together with the
genuine just culture it generates, encourages couples to fulfill their duty to work
cooperatively with nature, to use their reason not primarily to calculate the most
expeditious way for the greatest number of infertile couples to get pregnant, but to
discover and appreciate the laws of their nature—God’s plan for human procreation—
and to freely cooperate with them. This dispositive attitude of husband and wife
toward fertility begets a genuine appreciation of—first—the child as a gift, a person
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who, equal in dignity to them, has a right to their love and, second, of their duty to
love their baby without stipulation—that is, just because he or she exists.

III. Infertility Treatments Must Respect the Child’s Right to be Conceived
Within Marriage54
Applied to IVF: To date, I have not found any serious discussion referencing rights of
an IVF child—to say nothing of whether that child has a right to be conceived in a
natural way. Nor do I expect to see such a work in the future. In the world of IVF, the
rights of parents trump all. However, I have a theory. I suggest the day we as a society
recover the rights of the child will be the day we are able to objectively evaluate the
injustice of depriving IVF children of a “secure and recognized relationship”55 to
their parents’ embodied love from the first, and most vulnerable, days of their lives.
Applied to NaProTechnology: As already noted, NaPro unambiguously assists
infertile couples in fulfilling their duty to conceive a child within their own acts of
sexual love. Predictably, this approach to infertility also encourages NaPro parents to
appreciate and respect the right of their children to be conceived, in a manner, on the
one hand, that neither threatens their life nor thwarts their dignity and, on the other,
that intimately connects their children to the protection, security, and, yes, intimacy
of their bodily union.
Now let’s apply the Church’s norms protecting the basic duty of infertile couples
to build their family from their natural acts of marital love first to IVF and then to
NaPro infertility protocols.

IV. Infertility Treatments Must Assist, Not Replace, the Conjugal Act56
Applied to IVF: Because fertilization of gametes takes place in a laboratory, IVF
necessarily replaces the conjugal act.
Applied to NaProTechnology: Insofar as the identification and treatment of
infertility’s underlying pathologies facilitate natural conception, NaPro’s medical and
surgical treatments unambiguously assist the couple’s act of conjugal union to attain
its natural end.

V. The Dignity of Conceiving a Baby Demands the Sexual
Complementarity, the “Two-in-One-Flesh” Union, of Husband and Wife57
Applied to IVF: By ignoring the unitive dimension that alone makes sense out of the
mystery of sexuality and human renewal, IVF renders the creation of new human life
grossly unjust. The price of generating new human life “sexlessly” requires us “to pay
in coin of our humanity.”58 To proceed as if procreation can arbitrarily be separated
from sexual union without negative consequences, as IVF does, is an injustice to
both baby and spouses. IVF eviscerates the ultimate truth of human sexuality, the
ultimate truth of human dignity, and the ultimate mystery of beginning life within
the mother’s body.
Applied to NaProTechnology: The NPT approach to infertility embraces the
wisdom of a natural law insight: the fact that all mammalian reproduction is “the
generation of new life from (exactly) two complementary elements, one female, one
male, (usually) through coitus.”59 This insight automatically takes on the status of
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a moral norm when the mammals involved are human persons. Allowing couples
to responsibly respect “the language of their bodies” evidenced in their “natural
generosity”60 and desire to have their own baby is the cachet of NaPro’s approach to
infertility.

Conclusion
In sum, there is one critical fact damning IVF as an option to family planning: it is an
inherently unjust reproductive technique depriving the couple and the child of their
basic human rights. First, formed by a scientific worldview that refuses to respect the
comprehensive meaning of marital sexuality, IVF subverts the duty of the infertile
couple to conceive a baby within their own sexual act of marital love. Second, driven
by a utilitarian view of nascent human life, IVF allows, and even encourages, the
repudiation of the right to life of many developing embryos.
NaPro infertility protocols, on the other hand, constitute an inherently just
technique for treating infertility. First, they respect couples’ duty to conceive a child
within their own loving acts of intercourse. By diagnosing and treating the pathology
causing infertility, NaPro protocols optimize infertile couples’ chances of conceiving
a baby within their unitive acts of sexual love. Second, these NaPro procedures
respect the baby’s inherent right to life and its right to be loved and welcomed into the
world unconditionally. They support the pregnancy from day one forward, so mother
and baby can live and be healthy through the forty ensuing weeks of gestation and at
delivery.
As such, the NaProTechnology approach to infertility, by remedying the injustice
of in vitro fertilization, constitutes a medical embodiment of the Church’s teaching on
the right to family planning.
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